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Integral functionals of the form I(y) =
∫

Ω W (x, y(x),∇y(x))dx where y : Ω ⊂ Rn → Rm

play an important role in variational methods applied to mathematical continuum me-
chanics and continuum physics, in general. Hyperelasticity, magnetism, magnetoelas-
ticity, or electroelasticity can serve as genuine examples. The modern development has
started by a seminal work by J.B. Morrey Jr. [18, 19] who identified a condition on
W (x, y, ·) making I lower semicontinuous in the weak* topology of W 1,∞(Ω;Rm) which
is now called (Morrey’s) quasiconvexity. In 1965, N.G. Meyers [17] significantly extended
weak lower semicontinuity results for integral functionals depending on maps and their
gradients available at that time to allow for integrands unbounded from below. While
calculus of variations provides us with a rich toolkit of powerful approaches allowing to
show lower semicontinuity of I in appropriate topology, many problems have been un-
solved for decades if proper physics is taken into account. The will trace the development
on this topic from that time on. Particular attention will be paid to signed integrands
and to applications arising in continuum mechanics of solids. In this case, W stands
for the elastic energy density of the body including work of external forces. We review
existing results for polyconvex, simple as well as nonsimple materials, i.e., when W above
depends also on ∇2y, and related statements about sequential weak continuity of minors.
These are non-coercive and belong precisely to the class of integrands studied by Meyers
in his work. In spite of terrific progress in the mathematical theory, many questions,
which only appear when we apply purely analytical results to mechanics, have remained
unanswered. One such question is lower semicontinuity along sequences of orientation-
preserving maps, in other words mappings satisfying det∇y > 0 almost everywhere in
Ω. We will also discuss this particular problem and mention recent partial results on
this topic. We will mention various instances where lower semicontinuity is of major im-
portance. This includes semidiscretization in time of evolutionary problems, relaxation
(i.e. finding the largest lower semicontinuous envelope of I) and dimension reduction.
Besides, we emphasize some recent progress in lower semicontinuity of functionals along
sequences satisfying differential and algebraic constraints which have applications in con-
tinuum mechanics of solids to ensure injectivity and orientation-preservation of elastic
deformations.

1. First-order problems.

Here we will discuss necessary and sufficient conditions for weak lower semicontinuity
in case of coercive but also noncoercive integrands. Special attention will be paid to inte-
grands and functionals bounded from below. We will identify situations when sufficient
and necessary conditions coincide. Particular emphasize will be given to various convex-
ity notions as e.g. polyconvexity and quasiconvexity. The situation becomes much more
involved if we assume that det∇y > 0. If y is an elastic deformation of a solid body this
constraint represents an important physical requirement called orientation-preservation.
Then the problem of weak lower semicontinuity of I is largely open [1]. We will discuss
some partial results obtained e.g. in [2, 4] or in [7, 15, 14].
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2. Higher-order problems and problems with general differential
constraints.

Here we will deal with problems of the form I(y) =
∫

Ω W (x, y(x),∇y(x),∇2y(x))dx
Besides studying necessary and sufficient conditions for weak lower semicontinuity of I
in this setting, we will also investigate special cases including gradient polyconvexity [6]
or the instance when W = W (x, y,∇y,∇C(∇y)) with C(F ) = F>F . Another topic is
represented by the notion of A-quasiconvexity. Namely, we are concerned with lower
semicontinuity of the functional I(y) =

∫
Ω W (x, y(x))dx with the constraint Ay = 0.

Here A is a first order differential operator of the constant rank. Using this ansatz we
can cover many constraints as, e.g., the “gradient case” setting A = curl, solenoidal
fields, for A = div and many others; cf. [9, 12], for example.

3. Applications.

Obtained results will be exploited in problems arising in physics. A rich source of
mathematical models is continuum mechanics of solids. Here we will explore classical
models of elasticity with various extensions as, e.g., electromagnetism.
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